Mattuck receives "2'2 chair"

By Mike McNamee
Professor of Mathematics

Arthur P. Mattuck was recently appointed Class of 1922 Professor, according to Provost Walter Rosenblith. According to the announcement of the appointment, Mattuck succeeded Professor of Humanities Roy Lamo in the chair, which was endowed by the Class of 1962.

Mattuck, who heads the Undergraduate Committee in the Department of Mathematics, told The Tech that the new post would involve "no change" in his current duties. His duties have, in the past, included setting up the current 18.01-18.02 calculus series, chairing the faculty committee on Exam/Pass/Fail last year, and revising student procedures in Course XVII.

The chair, which was endowed with a proviso that its occupant "devote not less than fifty per cent of his time in teaching or in his preparation therefor," was seen by Mattuck as a way to combine his administrative work with teaching.

"Administrative work gets in the way a little, but quite a bit of it deals with teaching," Mattuck said. He added that his main teaching responsibilities this term are a seminar for 18.01 takers, and "teaching and observing instructors and teachers."

Mattuck also helps decide which courses will be offered in the department. He concluded, "I assume that the spinoffs will be satisfied with the way I handle my teaching duties."

Mattuck is best known for the organization of the basic freshman calculus sequence, 18.01 and 18.02. He worked in this area when he was the first "Big Screw" ever awarded, four years running, and described the meaning of the Screw as somewhat ambiguous -- "not too much of a compliment,"

"Now, it isn't quite so friendly."

The calculus courses are now administered by graduate students, and Mattuck no longer even lectures in the sequence. He has also given up lecturing 18.03, a differential equations course which he described as "still not settled." Mattuck was a member of the first faculty "watchdog" committee on freshman Pass/Fail, which was established to supervise the program five years ago, and " twinkles with it as necessary."

"Now it isn't quite so friendly," Mattuck said. "The calculus courses are now administered by graduate students, and I no longer even lecture in the sequence. He has also given up lecturing 18.03, a differential equations course which he described as "still not settled.""

By Jim Rudisaurin
The Technology Community Association Project Committee and the Student Committee on Educational Policy subcommittee on Course Evaluation are currently preparing for the 1974 MIT Course Evaluation. The Course Evaluation Guide was first produced in 1972, and was sponsored by the Class of 72 and TCA. Questionnaires were distributed, with multiple choice questions on the teaching and content of each course. The results, on scales of one to five, were averaged and tabulated, with short comments taken from student comments on the questionnaires.

The guide was continued in essentially the same form by the Class of 73, which sponsored it with money raised in a doughnut booth in Building 7. The last issue was published in January of 1973.

Project Chairman Robert Sacks G, who is planning to step down in the near future, hopes to make the operation more efficient than in the past. Funds will be received from the Student Information Processing board for computer time, which will remove many of the tedious calculations involved.

Distribution of questionnaires will be made less random, by distributing them to those who are possible through the courses. In previous years the forms were sent out (Please see page 7)
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"Froshcomm" added to involve frosh in IFC

By Ken Davis

The Inter-fraternity Council (IFC) this year is instituting a new committee to get freshmen involved in its workings. The committee, known as IFC Froshcomm, will consist of one freshman elected from each of the 29 houses.

In explaining the reason for establishing Froshcomm, IFC President David Bernstein of SPE said, “One of the problems in IFC workings is that the house presidents come, and all they do is confirm decisions made by the executive committee. Too often, there’s no real input.”

The aim of the committee will be to give input to help the executive committee in formulating policy, and to help freshmen get involved in the IFC.

“We hope it can act as an unofficial training ground for future IFC executives. The IFC is essentially a closed-type organization, where people come into important offices with no middle-level input,” he said.

Froshcomm will have its first meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 25. Bernstein hoped that all the houses will have chosen their representatives by then.

Bernstein said he hoped to divide the Froshcomm members into several subcommittees to aid various committees of the IFC. Some will work with Bernstein on the executive committee, while others will work on the treasury, the PAC-warehousing, and the charitable contributions committee.

Bernstein admitted that nothing to date has been done to get juniors and sophomores involved in policy decisions if they are not IFC officers. “We have not so far felt the need for such middle-level input,” he said.

.Main campus, March 1974
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FIND OUT HOW THE INSTITUTE WORKS.
The NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE is beginning to hold hearings for all positions on Student – Faculty Committees. Any undergraduates are eligible to be nominated. Almost all phases of life and activity at the Institute are investigated by one or the other of the committees.

GET INVOLVED

For more information, call x3-2686 or drop by Room 403 in the Student Center. There are many openings that need to be filled — and all undergraduates are encouraged to come for an interview.

THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

Chamber
Music
Meeting

Tuesday, Sept. 18, 1973
5:00PM
Kresge Studio B

Strings, Woodwinds, Brass & Piano
Conducted by
Bill Draper and
Prof. Marcus Thompson
Call x3-4964, x3-3210 or
925-2986

Don’t just be looked at,
be looked up to.

After a young woman enrolls in Air Force ROTC, she’s eligible to compete for an Air Force scholarship that includes free tuition, lab and incidental fees, and reimbursement for textbooks for her last 3 years. In addition, in their junior and senior years, a tax-free monthly allowance of $100 is paid to both scholarship and non-scholarship cadets alike.

When she gets her degree, the career as an Air Force officer awaits her—careers that match her abilities to a job with rewarding challenges. A career with benefits like 30 days’ paid vacation, free-duty breaks, some medical care, frequent promotion, good pay, travel, and a great retirement package.

Interested? Contact MASS, INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
at x-1247.

And remember, in the Air Force, you’ll be looked up to as well as at.
Professor Wayne Anderson, Chairman of the Committee on Visual Arts, at the Henry Moore exhibit. The exhibit, along with the Lightworks show, is now being viewed through October 5, in Hayden Gallery.

Photos by Roger Goldstein

At our Mini-Lesson you'll actually improve your reading efficiency, both speed and comprehension, by using our techniques which have worked for over 1 million people just like you. Whether you're a "Lazy Reader" unable to concentrate, a "Word-at-a-Time Reader", who spends days, weeks, and months reading material that should take mere seconds, a reader who can't remember anything you read, or a "Skimmer", who reads fast but remembers little...we can help you. All the advantages of Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics will be explained and demonstrated completely at the FREE Mini-Lesson. Drop in for a valuable lesson—you've got nothing to lose, everything to gain!

Attend a FREE Speed Reading Lesson
On September 24 and 25
at 5:30 and 8:00 PM
each day there will be free introductory mini-lessons at the following location
Salvation Army
402 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge

Come and meet the people who are trying to make student government work for you. See how we've changed!

4:30 - 6:00 PM Open to all Undergraduates Refreshments
often, newspapers are accused of using the powers of the press in order to change public opinion and even to squelch opposition; and The Tech, as we have heard in many columns, is accused of doing so. \[...\]

Wherever it was said that The Tech was accused of being a "This newspaper, like many others, is a slavish follower of press releases to inform its readers.\]

The same evening, a reporter for the Associated Press, writing \[...\]

The purpose of the editorial page, as in other newspapers, is to inform the public. This is done in a way that is different from any other sort of writing. \[...\]

Most important of all, newspapers should not be afraid of trying to present information that is new. It is important for newspapers to \[...\]

The public's right to know is a fundamental right in a democracy. It is held that the public should be able to receive information about matters of public concern, and that this information should be \[...\]
MIT insurance questioned

By Jules Mollese

How much medical insurance does a college student need? The MIT Medical Department and the Boston Globe have two different answers.

It depends, at least in part, on how likely you think it is that you will have a catastrophic accident. If you are still covered by your parents' insurance, that is an important factor.

MIT thinks the current coverage is sufficient; the Globe is not.

All incoming MIT students must pay a medical fee of $122 which entitled them to free use of all medical department facilities except for dentistry and eye care.

The Globe prepared new course evaluations

(Continued from page 1)

left in hallways and dorms for student access.

Sacks has set a long range goal for the project, which he states is "to produce an accurate, reliable feedback on every MIT undergraduate course with an enrollment of at least ten students." He also feels that the Guide should be published more often, and hopes to achieve a frequency of at least two issues a year.

Faculty opinion seems to be divided on the issue of student evaluations. Although many professors value them as a form of feedback, others dislike the idea of published student criticism.

Many departments at MIT already have internal mechanisms for student feedback. Sacks mentioned the Ocean Engineering Department, which sponsors its own evaluation process. The department head often discusses the results of the evaluations with the faculty. There are also indications, according to Sacks, that student evaluations are considered in tenure decisions.

Sacks stated that "the Guide should be used to advise students, or to give them an idea of what kind of teaching to expect." He added, though, that "the Guide should never be the only input in the process - there are many other criteria that should be considered."
NOTES

Police Blotter

Police Blotter is a compilation of reports covering crimes occurring in the MIT community.

9/7/73
2 pm: Patrol alerted to full house regarding six inpatients. Both from Senior House. Both from unattended rooms, doors open.

9/8/73
5 pm: Patrol checked on student removing remote computer terminal from a storage vehicle. Department involved indicates unit removed without authority. Two patrolmen stationed at scene until 3 am as precaution.

9/10/73
Report of male subject in ladies room in basement of Student Center. Female effective his lea.

Official Notice to graduate students: Applications for advanced degrees, in February 1974, must be returned to the Registrar by September 16, 1973.

Open House sponsored by the Undergraduate Association for freshmen and any other interested undergraduates. Wednesday, Metropolitan Lending, Student Center, 4-30 pm. Refreshments served. Attending will be members of all branches of the UA to talk about each aspect of our program.

Nominations will soon start for all those persons interested in Student-Faculty Committees and all of the Postdoctoral appointed committees. The interests of the committees range through Educational Policy, Academic Performance, Curriculum, Laboratory and Library Policy, Awards, and The Coop. If you are as all interested in becoming a member of a committee, ask for more information at Room 403 of the Student Center or call x3-2699.

LET'S try own Road Racing Team will rob vendors with the competition this Saturday at Lime Rock, Connecticut. Admission $4, or contact David Ziegfeld at 2408-906, 494-9110, or leave note in Burton Desk.

Fredenton, are you unhappy with your present living situation? SAM house, a cooperative living group in Rock, Connecticut. Admission $4, or look through educational policy, grades, and The Coop. If you are all interested in Stu-

MIT's very own Road Racing Team is seeking the owner of a blue 10-speed bicycle which was secured to bicycle rack at 33 Mass Ave, Boston resident placed under arrest after cutting chain in attempted lar-

All notices are at all interested in Stu-

Full Time, Part Time. Weekends. Days or Nights. Solve taxicab casts with a job that fits your schedule. Drive for Boston's largest cab company and count on guaranteed earnings, excellent commission and tips, steady customers. Top benefits. Must be over 25 years of age and have Mass. driver's license.

Act Now, Apply to Employment Office Monday through Saturday, See Mr. Russell.

Let your driver's license work for you... Drive for us.

Simple, straight-forward. classic—out of step with today's throwaway culture. Refillable cartridge, built-in or fiber tip marker in basic tan or navy blue. $1.98. not bad for a pen you may use the rest of your life.

Beat the numbers...

The world's first calculators that challenge computers and fit into your pocket.

Are you spending too much time solving prob-

The old-fashioned way—with slide rule, ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?

Solve problems in seconds, with one of the same calculators used by professionals in your field—the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator, the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calcula-

Are you ready to change your life?... Hp calculators give you more power, more accuracy, more storage registers and more features than ordinary calculators. For example, the HP-35 gives you up to 10 digit accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range of 200 decades (10^-99 to 10^99). The HP-45 also gives you automatic conversions, offers you a choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per-

forms register and vector arithmetic. And the HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial functions.

Are you ready to change your life?... Hp calculators give you more power, more accuracy, more storage registers and more features than ordinary calculators. For example, the HP-35 gives you up to 10 digit accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range of 200 decades (10^-99 to 10^99). The HP-45 also gives you automatic conversions, offers you a choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per-

forms register and vector arithmetic. And the HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial functions.

Right now, an HP calculator can help you get better grades, because it:

S A V E S T I M E in solving problems—just press the key!

G U A R A N T E E S A C C U R A C Y for fewer mistakes

O F F E R S C O M P U T E R-L I K E P O W E R (no wait-

ing for school machines)

R E P L A C E S T A B L E S A N D P A P E R-A N D - P E N C I L C A L C U L A T I O N S

O P E R A T E S S I L E N T L Y for use in classroom, library or dorm

G O E S A N Y W H E R E (fits in pocket or purse); weights but 9 ounces

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators

H E W L E T T - P A C K A R D

Sales, service and support in 172 countries in 65 countries
By Glenn Brownstein

The size of the freshman class of 1977 has finally been settled at 893 students. According to Director of Admissions Peter H. Richardson '48, 1664 were admitted in hopes of a final total of 900.

Roughly 15 per cent of the class, 122 students, are female, making the highest percentage of women in MIT history. The 45 minority students in the class consisted of 29 blacks, five Puerto Ricans, five Mexican-Americans, and six Spanish-Americans.

Of the 771 students who defined MIT as their college, 122 were female, making the highest percentage of women in MIT history. The 45 minority students in the class consisted of 29 blacks, five Puerto Ricans, five Mexican-Americans, and six Spanish-Americans.

When you have a definite, concrete objective to meet," he concluded, "it can be satisfying, but the rough ones are where you have to match ideas, andthose seldom seem to satisfy everyone.

When you have a definite, concrete objective to meet, he concluded, "it can be satisfying, but the rough ones are where you have to match ideas, and those seldom seem to satisfy everyone."
Coach's profile:
Pete Close '74


Cross Country hopes high

By Don Shively

According to Captain Al Carlson '74, MIT's cross-country team, coached by Olympian Pete Close, will be vastly improved this year. Carlson, who received All New England recognition last year, believes the team could sweep all its meets this season with the possible exception of perennially strong Boston College.

The squad has four lettermen returning in the persons of Sean Baimler '74, Lynn Davis '73, Courtney McCracken '76, and Jeff Baerman '76. Furthermore, the squad benefits from the addition of Frank Watinworth '76, winner of last year's MIT cross-country meet and an outstanding miler while in high school. Leney Berman '74 has improved greatly since last year, after logging nearly a thousand miles on the roads this summer. At this point in the season, Carlson and Watinworth are running one-two with a group of eight runners, including several freshmen, close behind.

Close has brought some fresh ideas to his new position as head cross-country coach, keeping practices short and brisk and emphasizing quality during the early part of the season.

IM teams start practice

Football teams from LCA and DTD prepare for season

(Editor's Note: The Tech is running previews of the IM football teams beginning with this issue. Interested groups should send a description of their team to Sports Editor, The Tech, W20-411.)

Lambda Chi Alpha

The big green at LCA will be attempting to bounce back from last year's 2-2-2 second, but may have some trouble in that many members of this year's squad are either new to A league football. Only four members of the team have had more than one year of A league experience, and with a number of freshmen in the starting lineup, it appears that LCA will be somewhat green.

Returning offensive players from last year are quarterback John Cavolowsky '76, guard Frank Pattee '76, and ends Dave Wilson '73 and Marty Zentarlan '75. Back from last year's defense are Mike Whitt '73, Paul Robershotte '73, and ends Dave Wilson '73 and Marty Zentarlan '75. Back from last year's defense are Mike Whitt '73, Paul Robershotte '73, and ends Dave Wilson '73 and Marty Zentarlan '75.

The house's marching band will again perform during the halftime intermissions this year, and appears to have more returning personnel than the football team. The band will probably be the league's best, but the team ...

Delta Tau Delta

The 1975 Delta Tau Delta IM football team has a new quarterback this year in the person of Paul Reberbush '76. Last year's quarterback, Wayne Faughn '74, has shifted to defensive back. Last year's defense has returned largely intact. New faces on offense include freshman Randy Wilson and Jeff Singer, who will give added depth to the offensive line. The kicking game has improved, with Sam Price '76 and Ed Klus '77 showing outstanding punting ability.

Overall the team is bigger than last year. Co-captains Rick Culter '74 and Donald Shively '75 feel this will be reflected in an improved running game to complement the Delta's passing attack.
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